December 3, 2020

TO: All Incarcerated Individuals

FROM: Dan Van Ogle, Incident Commander

RE: SCCC Positive COVID-19 Test Results - UPDATE

Today, Stafford Creek Corrections Center (SCCC), received confirmation that 84 more incarcerated individuals have tested positive for COVID-19. The individuals that tested positive have been in quarantine in H1 since Sunday, November 29, 2020. Mapping protocols are being followed.

The facility medical director has begun the incarcerated and staff contact mapping process, following established protocols. A health care team will continue doing symptom and temperature check of all incarcerated individuals in the housing unit where the positive individuals were housed. Positive cases will be moved to medical isolation areas today.

Currently outside recreation yards are cancelled to help mitigate the spread of COVID-19 in the facility, mainline will continue to run as normal for dinner. All programming areas are closed with the exception of essential laundry, kitchen, and some engineering workers. These steps are meant to minimize the short and long-term impact that our response will have.

I appreciate your continued efforts to maintain appropriate protocols, wear proper Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), practice good hand hygiene and appropriately socially distance.

We will continue to communicate with you as we progress through this pandemic. We appreciate your continued efforts.